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Althoughmodern-day Indonesia constitutes theworld’s largest andmost popu-
lousMuslim nation, its unique andmulti-varied form of Islam has not received
the degree of scholarly attention it deserves. Traditionally characterized by
scholars as syncretic, as a deviation from perceived Islamic norms, it is often
dismissed as peripheral to theperceived goal of the academy: anunderstanding
of Islam in its ‘true’ form. As essentialized notions of Islam come increasingly
under the microscope, however, texts in the mold of the current work by Car-
ool Kersten constitute welcome additions to the literature. Drawing upon his
considerable knowledge of the subject, Kersten succeeds in crafting a nuanced
(albeit introductory) historical portrait of Indonesian Islam. Tracing its ongo-
ing, dynamic, and multi-layered contextual development, Kersten refutes any
suggestion of deviance, establishing the historical and cultural legitimacy of a
fascinating religious tradition.

Kersten’s first chapter, ‘The Arrival of Islam,’ describes the introduction
and initial dissemination of Islam through Indonesia. Focused primarily on
thirteenth-century Sumatra, with brief forays into Java over the same period,
Kersten attempts to contextualize the rise of Indonesia’s first Islamic kingdoms.
Despite admitting the complexity and variegated nature of this initial period of
Islamization, which renders general explanations futile, Kersten posits ‘a more
multi-layered reading of the “Arab connection” ’ (p. 23) as an acceptably wide-
ranging account of its overall progress. Proceeding along a well-trodden path,
Kersten conceptualizes premodern Indonesia as the easternmost edge of an
‘Extended Indian Ocean’, a complex commercial network in which, according
to Kersten, Arab (notably, but not exclusively, Hadhrami) influence predomin-
ated. This formed an ‘Arabic-speakingMediterranean’ (p. 10) that subsequently
acted as a conduit for the dissemination of Islam. Combining this conceptual-
ization with A.H. Johns’ well-known Sufi hypothesis (1993), Kersten concludes
in favor of a trade driven, Sufi-orientated and Arab-directed Islamization pro-
cess that was later augmented by ‘the active participation of the inhabitants of
Southeast Asia’ (p. 22).

Despite its obvious merits, this opening chapter will likely provoke strong
disagreement. Aside from several avoidable errors (dating Melaka’s founda-
tion to ‘around 1300’ [p. 10] instead of 1400 and claiming the Sejarah Melayu
was authored in ‘c.1500’ [p. 12] rather than 1612), Kersten neglects to refer-
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ence Denys Lombard and Claudine Salmon’s important ‘Greater Nanyang’ the-
ory (first published 1985). Structured around previously neglected literary and
archaeological evidence, this theory downplays the possibility of an ‘Arabic-
speakingMediterranean’ contemporary to Indonesia’s initial Islamization, pre-
ferring instead to speak of a ‘South China Sea (Ch. nanyang) Mediterranean’
in which Southern Chinese merchants constituted the dominant foreign influ-
ence. As many of these individuals were Muslim, Lombard and Salmon posit
possible Sino-Muslim involvement in Indonesia’s Islamization. This hypothesis
has since garnered considerable attention, rendering Kersten’s failure to men-
tion (even if only to dismiss) it problematic.

‘Network Islam’, Kersten’s second chapter, considers the sixteenth- to early
eighteenth-century integration of Indonesian Islam into the wider Muslim
world. Interpreting ‘network’ broadly, Kersten discusses the ‘relations between
Southeast Asian Muslim rulers and the Muslim superpowers of the day down
to the micro-level of the agrarian Muslim milieus in rural Indonesia’ (p. 25).
Beginning with an account of Islam’s initial spread across Java (drawn entirely
from de Graaf and Pigeaud’s 1974 reconstruction and, in my opinion, better
located in the previous chapter), Kersten dedicates the bulk of his chapter to
a concise sketch of the intellectual networks underpinning early Indonesian
Muslim scholarship, stressing how European colonialism reshaped those net-
works by restricting travel and radicalizing the tone of Islamic discourse. From
there, Kersten draws upon Merle Ricklefs’ well-known Mystic Synthesis (2006)
to outline the role of Sufism in the transformation of traditional Indonesian
concepts of kingship (chiefly those of Mataram andAceh). He endswith a brief
consideration of the Javanese pesantren (traditional religious school). Charac-
terizing these institutions as bastions of orthodoxy, Kersten argues that they
proved crucial in the Islamization of rural areas, maintaining Islamic belief
throughout Java long after the advent of European colonialism. Kersten’s sug-
gestion, however, that Malay pondok aremerely Javanese pesantren by another
name is sure to distress some readers; as demonstrated by the late Surin Pit-
suwan (1985), himself heir to a rich pondok tradition, the latter evolved inde-
pendently of the pesantren, from circumstances specific to the wider Malay
World.

Kersten’s third chapter, ‘Islam as Resistance’, traces the early nineteenth cen-
tury politicization of Indonesian Islam. Focusing on the Padri Wars of Min-
angkabau (1803–1825) and the Java War (1825–1830), both framed as proto-
nationalist uprisings, Kersten accurately contextualizes each conflict, demon-
strating their origins in ‘developments in the wider Muslim world’ transmit-
ted to Indonesia by returning pilgrims and ‘ever more invasive intrusions by
non-Muslims as European colonialism enter[ed] the age of high imperialism’
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(p. 55). Thus, as new andmore conservative religious ideas penetrated Indone-
sia from the Middle East, greater European economic interference prompted
the development of a more militant Islam rooted in ideals of resistance. Act-
ing as a centripetal force within the aforementioned proto-nationalisms, this
expression of Islam also became the root of inter-Muslim violence, sparking
‘confrontations betweendifferent [Muslim]political forces employing compet-
ing politico-religious discourses’ (p. 56).

Kersten furthers this discussion of Islam and nationhood in his fourth
chapter, ‘Islam and Nation-building’. Focusing on the late nineteenth to early
twentieth centuries, he outlines how advances in communication technology
‘made contacts between Indonesia’s Muslim population and the wider umma
more frequent and intensive’, culminating in a greater sense of Indonesians
‘belonging to a Muslim ecumene’ while also being distinctive ‘in terms of lan-
guage, culture and […] ethnicity’ (p. 92). Going into the early twentieth century,
Kersten argues this sense of uniqueness setwithin abroader Islamic framework
strengthened the fledgling nationalisms of Minangkabau and Java, with each
region witnessing the rise of (quietist) Islamic movements embodying, devel-
oping, and propagating these ideals. Beginning with Minangkabau, Kersten
presents an overview of the reform-minded “young generation” (kaum muda)
and traditionalist “old generation” (kaum tua), before progressing to an outline
of Java’s first Islamic mass organizations (ormas). As the century progressed,
Kersten argues, Javanese ormas came to define Indonesian Islam, shaping its
institutionalization and ideological direction, before eventually metamorph-
osing into Indonesia’s first Islamic political parties.

The book’s final chapter, ‘An Indonesian Islam?’, is a confident, detailed
and nuanced consideration of how ‘the Islamization process in Indonesia was
forced onto new trajectories’ (p. 131) over the period 1942 to 2015. Beginning
with Islam’s role in early postcolonial Indonesia, Kersten traces the history of
the Party of the Council of Indonesian Muslim Associations (Partai Majelis
SyuroMuslimin IndonesiaorMasyumi), theumbrella organizationunderwhich
many ormas coalesced during the Japanese occupation (1942–1945). Chart-
ing the early political successes of this movement, Kersten describes how its
opposition to Sukarno during the late 1950s, coupled with the failed Darul
Islam secessionist rebellion (1948–1962), resulted in the political suppression
of Indonesian Islam from 1960 onwards. Continuing into Soeharto’s NewOrder
regime (1966–1998), this suppression effectively ended earlier periods of
Islamic political engagement, constraining the religion to more intellectual
fields like law and education. This did not, however, diminish Indonesian
Islam’s public visibility; Kersten demonstrates how the broadening of Islamic
education (for example) served to strengthen IndonesianMuslim identity, cul-
minating in a resurgence of Islamic sentiment and the eventual appointment
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of Islamist politician, Abdurahman Wahid, as the first democratically elected
president of post-Soeharto Indonesia. Moving into the twenty-first century, as
Indonesian society becomes increasingly open, with Islam-orientated research
institutions and NGOs beginning to flourish, Kersten predicts a continuation
of these forces of Islamization. He ends, however, on a cautionary note: des-
pite the recent liberalizing of Indonesian society, Indonesian Islam has begun
to evince signs of a ‘conservative turn’, epitomized by the notorious “Fatwa 7”
issued by the Indonesian Ulama Council (Majelis Ulama Indonesia), declaring
secularism, pluralism, and liberalism to be un-Islamic. Such developments give
‘rise to grave concerns regarding the prospects of religious plurality, the rights
of minorities, [and] freedom of thought’ (p. 168).

Overall, Kersten has succeeded in crafting a detailed, broad-ranging, and
informative introductory text, of interest to both students and the general
reader. Handling the multiple threads of Indonesian Islamic history with con-
summate skill, Kersten successfully weaves a coherent picture from complex
material. It is nevertheless regrettable that the text rarely takes the reader bey-
ond Java and Sumatra; while these two regions are undoubtedly central to any
understanding of Islam inmodern-day Indonesia, other parts of this vast coun-
try (frequently dismissed here as the ‘outer islands’) are no less Indonesian, no
less Islamic, and no less interesting. Their near exclusion is therefore unfortu-
nate, ultimately rendering AHistory of Islam in Indonesia a competent but less
than comprehensive treatment of its subject.

AlexanderWain
International Institute of Advanced Islamic Studies (IAIS) Malaysia
alex@iais.org.my
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